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Abstract 

 
 

The skin on her arms was like leather, wrinkly, so thin you could see the blood flow underneath the                   
surface. Ruption´s that reminded me of small universes or spider-like flowers leapt up and down               
her arms. She liked listening to the radio, or so I think. She was lying on the bed in the middle of                      
the little house surrounded by trees. The massive furn wood dining table was tilted up against the                 
wall, a defeeted gigant.  
 

Empty, empty, empty. Silent, silent, silent. The room was a shell, singing of what was               

before time; a vase stood in the heart of the house, alabaster, smooth, cold holding the                

still, distilled essence of emptiness, silence.  

 

-Virginia Woolf 

 
The history of materiality can be expected because we have seen it. We can understand how it can                   

disappear or slowly decay because we have at one point in time understood its presence. In my                 
work I have investigated how material and sound can help to define each other. My thoughts are                 
that the vase in this aspect is corpus, a recorder of its environment. The vase i.e. corpus stands for                   
intimacy, connecting people in a home where everyday life occurs through communication. The old              
vase  has a presence, that presence vibrates of life that you can hint but not fully understand. 

Sound talks about the proportions between things in a different way by travelling between states                
and time. How can we understand and access history that is invisible to the eye? Guglielmo                
Marconi (a pioneer in long-distance radio transmitting) believed that acoustic phenomena continued            
to hang in the air. He thought of sounds as bodies of vibration whos decay extended to infinity.                  
Marconi used a concept he called dead air, to describe silence. All sound that ever existed is                 
accessible to us if we know how to tune into it. What would the silence of the alabaster vase sound                    
like? In my examination work I have focused on sound to try and understand how it is connected to                   
the traces of life that are not written in history books. 
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The sound of corpus 

 

 

 

 
Sound has the ability to travel between states and time, corpus is the body and the porthole for                  

where these transits occur. In this essay I have first looked into deepening my knowledge about                

sound to better understand sounds relationship to objects and the physical world. I am working with                

sound as a method to study corpus. Looking at sound as an out of body experience and corpus as                   

the limited body, I want to try to understand the oscillation of a object that is still and the body of a                      

sound experience that lacks a physical body.  
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The Bell 
 

Last year I was living in Wroclaw in the southwest of Poland. This was the first time for me living                    

in Poland and quite naturally I became more attentive to my surroundings. Observing the everyday               

gestures of my new home. I wondered about the bullet holes in the facades of the buildings.                 

Curious about the people I was passing; the bow-legged man with his big rubber baby blue                

slippers, carrying a bucket with cole and a chimney sweep, opening a heavy metal door that closed                 

with a thump behind him. A tiny little old lady with boots that seemed to be bigger than her,                   

wobbling on the cobblestone pavement on her way to somewhere. Or the young woman pounding               

the pavement with quick and determined high heels in her hooded fur down jacket and straightened                

hair with eyes firmly fixed on a point just above a non existing horizon. Where are they going?                  

Where have they been? I stopped to film the pigeons one day on the way back from school, a                   

sudden sound, someone hitting a metal bucket made the birds take of in unison flight. I looked back                  

and a man with a bucket just strolled down the street. I was perplexed. Did he hit the bucket on                    

purpose?  
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Every weekday I passed a place called Cathedral island on my walks back and forth to school. If I                   

was not running late I would walk thru the island rather than around it. Doing so I would pass; St                    

Anthony´s, Evangelical Lutheran Church of Divine Providence, Church of St Dorothy, St.            

Adalbert´s church, St. Elizabeth Church, Church of James and Vincent and in close proximity to               

the island is also; Church of Saint Peter and Paul, Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, Church of the                   

Holy Cross, Church of Michael the Archangel. Quite an abundance of holy buildings. On occasion               

I would have the wonderful privilege of listening to the beautiful chaos of the church bells ringing                 

simultaneously. This experience was magical to me, I could not understand how everyone around              

me was or at least seemed so unaffected.  

 

 

Listening as Navigator 

 
Sound, gathered from the space around us by our skin and bones, as well as by our                 

ears, is inextricably bound to both our perception and experience. Human thought is             

manifested in word and speech, while emotion such as joy and sadness are expressed              

in song and lament. The sound of sea, wind and rain never ceases to renew our awe of                  

nature. Ambient sound, or the sound that surrounds us, gives as a sense of our proper                

bodily location in space. 

                                                      -Suzanne Delehanty (Lander and Lexier 1990:21) 

 

 

If we were to experience a room without any sound, the closest we would get is an anechoic                  

chamber. This is a room designed to eliminate any sound wave from bouncing, all sound produced                

inside the chamber is absorbed into the walls.  

In the book Gallery Sound the author Caleb Kelly mentions the sound artist John Cage´s work                 

with the anechoic chamber. John Cage wanted to deepen his knowledge of silence and his               

experience of true silence gave an unexpected effect experiencing new sounds of his own body,               

like being able to hear your own nervous system (which apparently has a high pitched tone). Kelly                 

also explains his own experience in the anechoic chamber and in his case also in the dark: “I felt                   
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radically isolated. By this I mean I felt totally isolated from my surroundings but very close to my                  

internal body sounds and especially my breath. There is total isolation in the darkness, but this is                 

accompanied by an extreme intimacy with the sound of your body.” (Kelly 2017) 

Kelly describes Cage´s investigations into silence and his own experience in the anechoic              

chamber as experiences of a sort of vacuum in bodily navigation. Like the whale we use sound                 

waves to position ourselves in space and to communicate, without it we have a larger sense of                 

being detached, without direction. The sound that surrounds us, helps us to position ourselves in               

time and space, which we often relate to as ambient sound. This is the sound we coexist with, it is                    

the audio background of your everyday life. 

 

These are the invisible traces of memories that have collected over           

centuries: this is the unique atmosphere of this precise spot, too humble to             

be noticed in the rush of ordinary life. The revelation comes through            

pausing, listening. 

                                                                                                (Toop 2010:58) 

 

   

 

An experiment you can do to bring the ambient sounds into the foreground, is to stop and                  

concentrate on the sounds that surround you. If you were to take notes of all the sounds that enters                   

your body, only for a few minutes, you can pick up on more than one micro cosmos playing small                   

orchestrations in your near environment, existing in a constant flow. We have the ability to tune in                 

and out of auditory spaces and at the same time sound can enter into your field of consciousness in                   

an overwhelming and sudden way which we do not choose (an ambulances sirens, a sudden               
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scream, a man with a bucket). This was probably the difference in my experience of the church                 

bells compared to what the local residence of the town heard. To them the bells had become                 

ambient, to me they were sudden and overwhelming. 

 

 

Reverberation/Decay 
 

Reverberation comes from a physical action (ex. the ringing of a bell) and is a reechoing of a                  

sound. The sound is reflected multiple times and reflections build up. Eventually they decay,              

getting absorbed into its surroundings of objects and bodies. The sound waves affects their              

surroundings. The physical mechanisms like the ear membrane or a glass window, are put in               

vibration and we experience it as sensations in our bodies. It evokes feeling and association. It can                 

move both the inanimate and animate. How do we understand the history and presence of sound in                 

the physical world? To illustrate the difference in audio and material history we can imagine that                

we are at a gallery opening for a sound artist. How will this opening be remembered? By using a                   

camera, writing about it on a computer or printing it on paper? This moment in time has been                  

documented therefore has existed. But the actual sound, the work of art, can only exist in the                 

experience of the people attending the opening. We can accept the history of materiality because               

we have seen it or felt it and we can understand how it can disappear or slowly decay because we                    

have at one point in time understood its presence. In his book Sinister Resonance Toop explains                

that the conversation which occurs in the physical world are more straightforward due to their               

evidence in history. But sound talks about the proportions between things in a different way.  

 

 We can easily imagine an ultimate state of reverberation - a space where everything that has 

ever happened continues to exist - end of time, where everything is live, perpetually present. 

                                                                            -Bill Viola (Lander & Lexier 1990:42) 

 

The effect of a reverberating sound is that it carries the quality of timelessness, as mentioned in                 

the quote it holds all existence in one moment. Sound can open up rooms in the physical world and                   

highlight the emptiness that we move in, it shows us the space that exists in between all physical                  

bodys. 
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Guglielmo Marconi believed that acoustic phenomena continued to hang in the air. He thought of                

sounds as bodies of vibration whos decay extended to infinity. Marconi used a concept he called                

dead air, to describe silence. In order to tune into this dead air (the accumulated sound of all time)                   

Marconi looked at technology and radio to investigate the possibilities to tune into the dead air                

realm. The thought was that listeners could tap into a radio, free from stations and transmitters and                 

find signals that happened to be passing through their immediate environment.  
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Body nobody antibody 
 

Love 
A lot of people have experienced the enchantment of music, perhaps in a group experience like a                 

concert or a ceremony of some sort. Erich Fromm was a German born American psychoanalyst.               

According to him taking part in this sort of event, is a human expression of longing for the                  

upheaval of self. Fromm argues that the search for being part of something bigger, to lose the body                  

can be achieved in different ways and according to him the ultimate answer lies in the mature love                  

and polarity between two individuals of the male and female sex. This is not the aspect I will use                   

when looking at Fromm’s theory of love.  

I have looked into the subject of love to have a dialog with the experience of sound, from the                    

viewpoint that they both are dealing with an upheaval, dissolving, melting or: a question of               

discerning and engaging with what lies beyond the world of form (Toop, 2010). According to               

Fromm we are born, then driven out of a perceivable situation into a problematic one with                

uncertainties and endless possibilities. We are only sure of our past and of the future. The only                 

thing we know for sure is that it will with all certainty lead to death. The consciousness of oneself                   

makes you particular (according to Fromm). Particular means in this sense being aware of that life                

is short. We are aware of this prison that has been forced upon us by outside forces of nature and                    

society. The only way for us to liberate ourselves from this prison of particularity is to seek contact                  

with the outside world. You need to be part of a community to not feel alone, for feeling alone                   

makes you aware of that you are alone. Here Fromm is talking about the reason for our search for                   

love, to be a part of something bigger, to be elevated or emerged with something bigger than                 

yourself.  
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Pandrogeny 

 
What I have done with Lady Jaye, my other half, is to take our bodys and cut them up. 

                                                                             -Genesis P-Orridge. (Interview,Soft Focus, 2007) 

 

 

 
 
 

 
In an interview on Ian Svenonius youtube show called Soft Focus from 2007, the artist/musician               

Genesis P-Orridge talks about his and his partner Lady Jaye’s artistic collaboration and views on               

life. As a couple they developed a project called Pandrogeny. The word pandrogeny is invented by                

the two artist for this work, explaining it as a positive androgen. They wanted to merge their bodies                  

together and they decided to use plastic surgery as a means to explore the boundaries of the human                  
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body. Genesis P-Orridge got breast implants and they had surgery done to their faces to try to look                  

as identical as possible. I interpret the positive androgen as a questioning of what the human body                 

is meant to do and for whom. They are giving their bodies not only to each other but thru their                    

artwork, to us all. By doing so they ask relevant questions as: What does it mean to exist together?                   

In what different ways do we express love? By using surgery - to evolve and merge the human                  

body into another way of existing - Genesis P-Orridge and Lady Jaye are describing similar               

theories and thoughts found in post humanist theory.  

 

 

We keep on returning, no matter where you go to that human beings must              

evolve as a species. And if we are going to be binary male/female,             

right/wrong, black/white, you/me then we are doomed. So my concept of           

pandrogeny is basically Positive androgyny. Representing, symbolizing the        

absolute need of attacking what is different and stop being biggited and            

hatred to finally create a new form of human being that does not say the               

human body is sacred. 

                                   - Genesis P-Orridge (Youtube: Soft Focus 2007) 

 

 

  

In his master essay at Kungliga Musikhögskolan Alexander Zethson explains that the post             

humanist theory questions the anthropocentric worldview that has dominated the western world for             

centuries. That is regarding humankind as the central and most important element of existence.              

Placing the human being in the centre, making the human point of view the dominating one in                 

experiencing the world. By desacralizing the human body using post humanist theories, we become              

a co-constituent of a hole. Thereby challenging the preconception and the status of the human               

body. This approach challenges the way we view the human body as the centre of the world and                  

what everything measures against. Both the artistic work of Pandrogeny and post humanist theories              

challenge the positioning and placement of the human body and questions in what other ways we                

can exist. 
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Rotations 

 
In this exam project I wanted to use sound as a language to transcend the body and objects. Sound                   

is in this context a posthumanist phenomenon that binds and transcends materia and people. By               

using sound as deconstructor and shape shifter of the body I want question our rational selves. 

The Polish artist Konrad Smoleński exhibited at the Venedig Biennale in 2013 with a piece called                 

Everything Was Forever Until It Was No More. It was basically a big bell in the middle of a room                    

connected to a wall of speakers. In this work he wanted to illustrate the timelessness of sound by                  

using the bronze bell and the other resonating objects and bodys in the room. On his website he                  

explains that the composition is based on a contrast between the symbolically rich sound of the bell                 

and abstract resounding noise. By using a delay effect, Smoleński offers an insight into a world                

where history has come to a standstill, thereby approaching the radical propositions of             

contemporary physics with its perception of the passage of time as an illusion             

(http://www.konradsmolenski.com). Smoleński works and exhibits as a sound artist, coming from           

an art school background the gallery room is not unfamiliar to him. The concert hall in contrast to                  

the gallery, has the preconception that you will go listen to something, going to a gallery your                 

preconception is not necessarily that you will have a sound experience (even though you will). I                

think the expectations are important when thinking about what different sound experiences can be.              

Another sound artist William Basinski, explores his work in a concert setting. Both Basinski and               

Smoleński touch upon the same aspects of time but they approach it from different backgrounds.               

Basinski´s music is a sort of dreamscape. His sound derives from old cassette loops that he was                 

preserving on CD. When doing so the tapes gradually crumbled leaving recordings of a beautiful               

decay. He recorded the physical falling apart of the tapes as they were playing beautiful pieces of                 

horn and string music, his most famous pieces are called the disintegration loops. The tapes go                

round and round until they no longer exist. 
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The Corpus of Sound 
 

In my work I started to experiment using clay. I was inspired by the craft behind the making of a                    

bell. Giving shape to a bell, a wooden silhouet is rotated around a center axel. By turning the                  

wooden form around the axel it scraps away clay to give the bell its shape. using this technique, I                   

took forms from the physical world and abstracted them into some sort of recording. Photographing               

people I knew in full body profile I then drew their silhouettes on to copper plates. Following the                  

line with my saw, leaving a negative form in the plate. I used the copper plates as scrapes.                  

Dragging them over the clay multiple times creating grooves in the clay. I was not sure if I was                   

recording sound into a corpus object or if I was illustrating the materiality of sound. After awhile                 

the clay felt too still or stiff. The action of working with the clay was exciting to me but the result                     

was not corresponding to that same energy. I was looking for a stillness that was loud, but having                  

trouble finding a way to express it. 

 

One day I took a walk and passed a place I had worked in once before. It’s what looks like and                      

old shed in a community garden in Vinterviken in Stockholm, but actually is a gallery. It was first                  

built at Masmo tube station in Stockholm in 2008, as part of an art movement called(O)önskad                

samhällsförbättring. Translated it means (Un)wanted improvements to society. The artist, architect           

and activist Victor Marx, was the main force behind the project. The gallery was forced to move,                 

and it was rebuilt in Vintervikens trädgårdsförening. The building has changed over the last year,               

there has been a fire which has made the plastic walls melt. It does not seem to be used as a garden                      

shed anymore. Last time I was there working it was full of garden cloth and fencing. The place’s                  

character has a sense of a motion that has stopped. I remembered the garden cloth, it was heaped in                   

big piles as if I had walked in on its winter sleep. Intertwined dream like bodys.  
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I decided to try and do something with the garden cloth, to work with it as a material. I got a small 

rotating motor and rigged it on a construction in the ceiling, attached the garden cloth to the motor 

to see what happened.  The cloth started to turn slowly. After awhile I could see a more distinct 

form and motion in the cloth. It reminded me of  Martyrs a video installation by Bill Viola. One of 

the films in the piece shows a woman hanging, attached to the ceiling and floor with ropes around 

her feet and hands. She is wearing a white dress and  the fabric is moving very slowly as she´s 

dangling in the wind. The details in the motions permeates thru the slowed down effect of the film. 

By changing the speed Bill Viola managed to change the content. Looking at my garden cloth 

turning, thinking about Bill Viola’s work …  rotations … loops … reproductions...they make time 

shift, the boundaries of the body change. In a reverberation, reflections of sound build up, 

multiplying on top of each other.  The materiality of the cloth´s creased layers presses it together 

for each turn. Unlike a reverberation its layers are visible to us but only as long as the cloth still has 

a body. 
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Conclusion 

 
My work has at this point had two placements in different rooms. The work is an installation and I                   

adjust and changing it depending on the environment. The first room was a conference room and                

the second placement was in a hallway at the spring exhibition at Konstfack witch is a group                 

exhibition. The hallway had a clear view all the way up to the glass ceiling. The two different                  

settings gave different experiences of the work. In the first room I had more of the garden cloth                  

laying in piles, in the hallway I choose only to have one piece of cloth rotating attached to the                   

construction.  

In the talks of my examination there were interesting points of views that were made about the                  

cloth as recorder and other aspects as; violence, the cloth as a veil, the speed of rotation,                 

documentation and different situations for showing the piece. 

In the examination situation people were sitting on the floor and the piece was rotating in the                  

middle of the room. They were looking and experiencing the piece in a collective and concentrated                

way. Different to the spring exhibition, were the placement in the hallway and the flow of people                 

made it a different experience. I observed people walking down the hallway and it happens that                

they don't notice the rotation when they walk by, the cloth could make a sudden movement and                 

could surprise them. This was a contrast to when the piece was in the middle of the room and the                    

rotations became the focal point. I think the slowness of the movement and the placement in the                 

middle of the room enhanced a feeling of devotion or meditation. 

In the first placement in the office room, I had a recorded ambiente sound that was apart of the                    

piece. I choose to remove that in the second placement of the hallway. My experience was that the                  

rotation of the cloth gained in concentration and the piece became more of a body without the                 

sound attached to it. 

Our opponent for the examination was Jelena Rundqkvist and she posed the question; what do                

you think about the violence in your work? I was completely taken back and looked at the piece to                   

try to understand what she was seeing. The construction is made of wood and steel, it has a                  

heaviness and hardness about it, was that what she meant? I asked her but she was not referring to                   

the wood and steel construction, she was referring to the strangling of the cloth. This observation I                 

thought was interesting, I hadn't seen it before and it gave a completely different angle for me to                  

view the the work. She also made a comment on the cloth associating it to a brides veil. This is also                     
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a reflection I had not made myself but talking to people during the spring exhibition they also had                  

similar associations as Jelena. But not specifically using the word veil, the comments were more               

about the contrast in materials. The heaviness of the materials in the the construction and the                

volatility of the cloth.  

What I can see in the work now, is that the materials hierarchy and ability to evoke different                   

associations and how I choose to put them together changes there content and effects how               

important we feel they are. I feel that the garden cloths importance was dependant on the weight                 

and sturness of the construction. Because the construction was inferior it gave validity to the garden                

cloth. The rotation also heightened the importance of the cloth. I can see this interest in hierarchy                 

has been important throughout my work. The sounds existing in the dead air is also talking about                 

hierarchy´s.This is one aspect I will take with me from my examination work along with many                

others.  

    

                                                                             The hallway 
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Detail. 
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   The hallway 
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     The Office Room & Detail (below) 
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       The Office Room  

 
                                                                                                                                                   The Office Room 
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The Office Room 
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